A simple DNA polymerase chain reaction method to locate and define orientation of specific sequences in cloned bacterial genomic fragments.
A simple DNA polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method, to rapidly locate and define the orientation of a particular sequence within a cloned bacterial genomic fragment several kilobases (kb) long, is described. The technique is particularly useful when cloning (by DNA PCR amplification) a specific sequence of a conserved gene from several microorganisms following an homology probing approach. The method requires two universal primers derived from the vector, two specific primers derived from each end of the specific sequence in inverted tail-to-tail directions, and a single round of PCR. In addition, PCR conditions applicable to DNA inserts having a G + C content up to 75% (e.g. Pseudomonas and actinomycete genomic fragments), and allowing efficient amplification of DNA fragments up to 7 kb long, are described and discussed.